Recent genetic studies in the worm Caenorhabditis elegans and fruitfly Drosophila have revealed the essential role integrin-linked kinase plays in integrin adhesion -but it apparently acts in this role as an adaptor rather than a kinase.
A general problem at the interface of cell and developmental biology is to understand the molecular structure of the link between transmembrane cell adhesion receptors and intracellular proteins, including components of the cytoskeleton and signalling pathways. This link is not only essential for the cell adhesion function of these receptors, but is also a source of information because it sends intracellular signals and may serve as a scaffold for effective signalling by other types of receptor (such as those that receive diffusible signals). The scale of this problem was clearly depicted in a recent compilation [1] which listed over 60 proteins thought to have a role in connecting actin to the very short cytoplasmic tails of the integrins, a family of receptors that mediate adhesion to the extracellular matrix. Most of these were identified biochemically or by protein interaction in yeast.
Another powerful way to identify proteins that are essential for this link is to screen for mutations that cause a failure in integrin adhesion and then characterize the protein affected by each mutation. It is particularly exciting when molecular and genetic approaches converge to confirm the importance of a particular protein in the process, as has happened for the protein called integrin linked kinase (ILK), first identified by its interaction in yeast with an integrin cytoplasmic tail [2] . As reported by Mackinnon et al. [3] in this issue of Current Biology, ILK is essential for integrin-mediated adhesion during muscle development in the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans; and as we have shown [4] , ILK is required for integrinmediated adhesion of muscles and epithelia in the fruitfly Drosophila. But these genetic studies question the significance of ILK's kinase activity, while highlighting its role as a critical component of the integrin-cytoskeleton link.
ILK encapsulates the complexity of proteins associated with adhesion receptors: it looks like a signalling protein but, at least in genetic assays, functions as a cytoskeletal adaptor. ILK is a modular protein, with a series of ankyrin repeats, a putative phospholipid binding site and a domain related to kinase domains [2] . We emphasize related, because while the sequence is clearly homologous to kinase domains, it has diverged at three of the eight motifs that are essentially invariant in active kinases [2,4,5]. On the other hand, ILK has been shown to have kinase activity in vitro by a number of assays (for references see [6] ). The analysis of ILK function by overexpression in mammalian cells has indicated that it has roles in diverse signalling pathways, including those involving growth control and differentiation [6] . But the prominent subcellular colocalization of ILK with integrins at focal contacts in cells in culture suggested that it might exert its cellular effects by modulating cellmatrix adhesion [7] .
The genetic analysis of ILK has resulted in three important contributions to our understanding of ILK function. Firstly, the evidence that ILK plays an essential role in integrin adhesion has been strengthened, while its roles in other signalling pathways have not been supported. Secondly, it has demonstrated that the kinase activity is not essential for ILK function. Thirdly, the identification of proteins that bind to ILK and the genetic analysis of their function and assembly have begun to provide insight into the adaptor function of ILK, by demonstrating that it is part of a complex of interdependent proteins that have a role in refining and strengthening the link between integrins and actin.
The phenotypes observed for ILK mutations in worms and flies are completely included within the set of defects found in integrin mutants [3, 4] . This suggests that the essential role of ILK is to contribute to integrin function and it is not required for other processes. In particular, phenotypes that would indicate a role for ILK in signalling pathways involving β β-catenin, which are well characterized in both worm and fly, were not found in either organism. Thus genetic elimination of ILK does not impair these pathways, yet ILK [15] . These new results from C. elegans suggest that the complex has a key role in refining the structure of an integrin adhesive attachment and we look forward to future work clarifying how this occurs.
